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Stand out from the crowd  

The bright lights and whirring sounds of Mobile World 

Congress (MWC) are unlike any other. From renowned brands 

showcasing their latest devices to exhibitors highlighting 

how they are embracing these gadgets to enhance our lives, 

this annual show is a must-exhibit. And if you’re looking to 

make a lasting impression, a custom stand is the way to go. 

From unique messaging to product displays, colour schemes 

and branding, you get to create a space both you and your 

customers will love.    

Consider your target audience 

The most effective experiences are created when we have a  

true understanding of who our target audiences are. Once  

you’ve honed in on this, unearth why they might be attending  

an event like MWC, and what they would ideally like to take  

away with them. This is especially important today, as the event 

has come to attract delegates not just from the mobile space  

but a broad range of sectors, from healthcare to auto and 

everything between.

Map the journey 

When it comes to your customer, you’re an expert. Make sure 

this transcends to a live setting, by carefully mapping out your 

space. Consider the different touchpoints you want to include, 

how they complement one another, and the ways in which you’re 

looking for guests to perceive your stand — for example, open 

spaces are generally seen as more inviting, whereas more  

closed off spaces with meeting rooms can have an exclusive  

feel about them. 

Choose the right features 
Tech such as wall-to-wall LED screens, virtual reality, and AI can 

prove great additions to your space, but don’t forget — they need 

to serve a real purpose. Consider things like: does this tie in with 

my brand messaging? Will it showcase the product or service 

I am looking to highlight in the most effective way? How will it 

draw attendees in? It’s all about offering a point of difference at 

this mega-event. 

Look beyond the show floor  
Pre-, during-, and post-event, why not promote the fact that you’re 

exhibiting at MWC? Your social channels (think general posts and 

live stories), company website, and press announcements are all 

great outlets to spread the word, and don’t forget to capture your 

stand in all its glory on opening morning. This will create a sense 

of urgency among guests, plus those who aren’t able to make it 

will feel as though they’re in on a slice of the action. 

Head back to basics 
It might sound obvious, but it can be easy to forget things in 

the excitement of packing for MWC. Be sure to remember the 

relevant travel documents, appropriate clothing — Barcelona 

averages around 14 degrees in February/March — and those all 

important business cards. Don’t forget, the Spanish like to dine 

late at night, so book your evening meals accordingly! 

Find the right partner
A successful MWC experience can work wonders for your 

brand, so it’s important to get everything right. From the unique 

creative concept and design, right through to premium quality 

fabrication and on-site management, by enlisting a company like 

FreemanXP, you’ll sleep easy knowing you’ve got the end-to-end 

support of our expert teams.

CONTACT USGet in touch!
Find out how we can help you 
maximise your MWC investment.  

Prep Your Presence at  
Mobile World Congress
Plan ahead with these seven top tips for event success
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